GI Part 2 Walking-Working Surfaces
Compared with
29 C.F.R. 1910 Subpart D “Walking-Working Surfaces” includes all of the following:
• §1910.21 “Scope and definitions."
• §1910.22 “General requirements.”
• §1910.23 “Ladders.”
• §1910.24 “Step bolts and manhole steps.”
• §1910.25 “Stairways.”
• §1910.26 “Dockboards.”
• §1910.27 “Scaffolds and rope descent systems.”
• §1910.28 “Duty to have fall protection and falling object protection.”
• §1910.29 “Fall protection systems and falling object protection—criteria and practices.”
• §1910.30 “Training requirements.”
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